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The Cree Extension-Millennium Uranium Project is a
Cameco-operated joint venture located in the southeastern
portion of the Athabasca Basin of northern Saskatchewan,
Canada. The Millennium deposit has an indicated resource
of 469,500 t at 4.53% U3O8.
The
deposit
is
hosted
within
steeply
dipping
Paleoproterozoic
basement
metasedimentary
rocks,
unconformably overlain by 500 m to 625 m of flat lying
Athabasca Group quartz-rich sandstones.
A comprehensive surface and borehole seismic program
was completed in attempt to delineate structural information
for the mine development and engineering hazards.
The high level of detail required by the mine development
plans and the pronounced variability of physical properties
in the vicinity of the unconformity posed difficult challenges
to the structural characterization.

A novel 3D vector imaging technique, the IP (Image Point)
pre-stack migration was introduced (Geophysics, 75, 2010),
which can combine and integrate uneven and sparse data
sets measured on surface and in boreholes. Sharper 3D
images of both bedding and faults are obtained by this
technique.
IP migration is based on a curved-path Radon transform,
which characteristically reconstructs reflected wave fields
from oriented plane elements instead of point diffractors. The
defining property of the IP migration is its ability to resolve
images of targets of widely diverse orientations while
strongly suppressing or eliminating ‘smiling’ artifacts
characteristic to unevenly covered layouts.
An accurate velocity model is required, provided by 3D
tomographic inversion of all available seismic data: surface,
VSP and side-scan.
Geometry of the
3D Image Point Transform.

Surface 3D and dip-filtered VSP migrated in-lines (East-West) and x-lines
crossing near borehole CX-61. Sharp unconformity to the East of the VSP
inline and well resolved dipping features under the unconformity.
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Location of the Millennium deposit.

Generalized geologic cross-section of
the Millennium uranium deposit.

Direct and Inverse
3D Image Point Transform.

Various seismic techniques were applied jointly within a prefeasibility study for mine development of the Millennium
uranium deposit.
3D surveys performed from ground surface succeeded to
image the horizontal and gently dipping bedding sequence
beneath. However, steep faults could only be inferred
indirectly by surface surveys.
With VSP (Vertical Seismic Profiling), receiver arrays are
deployed in boreholes and sources on surface at various
offsets and azimuths. MSP (Multi Source Profiling) is a
variation of the VSP layout where dense arrays of shots on
surface are recorded in boreholes by a relatively small
number of fixed receivers. Steeply inclined targets could be
imaged directly by VSP and MSP.

Surface 3D migrated inline (East-West) and x-line crossing near borehole CX-61.
The depth of the unconformity in CX-61 is shown by yellow dot.

Image Point Space: View along Z-axis (left), View along X-axis (right).
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The resolution of the sub-horizontal targets increases, with
respect to the surface measurements, because of the higher
frequencies recorded and of the shorter distances from
targets to receivers. The VSP/MSP covered a 1 km x 1 km
square centered on the receiver borehole.
Significantly more resolved - albeit also more local - images
were obtained by Side-scan seismic surveys, with sources
and receives placed in the same borehole.
In-lines of the surface and VSP 3D migrated cubes with P wave velocity field.
Sharper unconformity to the East of the VSP inline and well resolved dipping
features under the unconformity in the VSP cube.

Surface 3D and MSP migrated in-lines and x-lines crossing near borehole CX61.
Steeply dipping reflectors visible in the MSP data, interpreted as faults. Red dot
depicts the ore deposit, apparently lying at the conjunction of 2 marked faults.

Coverage: 3D – 2.5 x 2.5 km; VSP – 1 x 1 km; Side-scan – 0.3 x 0.3 km.

Surface 3D migrated in-line (East-West) with P-wave velocity field derived by
3D tomographic inversion of the VSP data.

The VSP 3D migrated cube shows an improvement in the amount of detail of subvertical structure. The location of the mineralization (red) and the alteration zone
(magenta) are shown, together with borehole intersections of the unconformity.

Resolution of the seismic survey techniques applied at Millennium.

Geometry of the detailed seismic investigations:
dense 3D patch (1800 3-comp I/O receivers @ 14m / 100m),
VSP (31 shots & 180 3-comp receivers @ 5m) &
MSP (8 3-comp receivers @ 5m) in CX-61 and
Side-scan in CX-62 & CX-63 (500 receivers @ 1m).
Average P wave velocity derived by tomographic inversion of all
VSP, MSP and Side-scan data.
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Interpreted depth to unconformity (3D surface seismic cube) with interpreted
post-Athabasca structure (3D VSP cube).
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